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Abstract—With the increasing requirement of spectral efficiency in 6G mobile networks, Citizens Broadband Radio Service
(CBRS) proposed by the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) is considered as the potential dynamic spectrum sharing
solution. Traditional CBRS suffers high administrative expense
and privacy risk. In addition, conventional consensus methods
in blockchain consume excessive computing power or lack wellfounded consensus standard. In this paper, we propose a distributed CBRS-Blockchain model with a specialized consensus
method, which reduces administrative expense of dynamic access
system. Based on the ring signature techniques, a privacy
protection method is proposed. Furthermore, a new consensus
method named as proof-of-strategy is proposed, which combines
with the process of spectrum allocation. The proposed method
not only provides well-founded consensus mechanism, but also
prevents spectrum allocation system from the event of single point
failure. Simulation results show the divergent privacy protection
for legal users and malicious users, as well as the system utility
under the proposed consensus method.
Index Terms—CBRS, Blockchain, Distributed system, Privacy,
Consensus.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the commercialization of the fifth-generation mobile
networks (5G), the sixth-generation (6G) has received significant interest from both academia and industry. With the
increasing requirement of spectral efficiency, 6G must make a
breakthrough in spectrum utilizing. Dynamic spectrum sharing
that can achieves flexible, feasible and much more efficient
spectrum allocation based on cognitive radio, is a promising
technology for this demand. Citizens Broadband Radio Service
(CBRS) proposed by Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) is considered as a potential framework in spectrum
sharing.
In the standard CBRS architecture [1], centralized spectrum
access system (SAS) is prescribed to manage spectrum sharing
among incumbent users, priority access license (PAL) users
and general authorized access (GAA) users. Incumbent users
are top tier users with the highest priority and PAL users are
assigned through competitive auction with priority over GAA
users that are on the bottom layer. FCC proposed a spectrum
access database systems where the SAS dynamically assigns
and maintains CBRS spectrum usage in real time, and there
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will be no fixed spectral location for PAL or GAA allocations
[2]. Nevertheless, there is a deep-seated problem that the
centralized database is along with high administrative expense
of dynamic access system. There also exists a concern arising
in CBRS, where GAA users are required to share sensitive
operational information in order to obtain spectrum availability
information. This information, which includes sensitive data of
GAA users such as their locations, identities, spectrum usage,
and transmission parameters, may be collected by an adversary
and exploited for economic, political, or other purposes [3].
Fortunately, blockchain with anonymous technology are
feasible solutions. Blockchain is a distributed ledger that links
a chain of blocks recording a set of time-ordered transactions. After Bitcoin, Ethereum emerges evolving Blockchain
systems, which mplements the concept of smart contracts
using programmatic algorithms to replace people performing contracts. The core of blockchain is consensus algorithm that is used to solve the problems of reliability and
consistency among different nodes. Conventional consensus
methods such as proof-of-work [4] and ptoof-of-stake consume excessive computing power resulting in low efficiency.
Therefore, computing power-based methods are not suitable
for high-frequency interactions. Some existing light-weight
schemes are facing trouble of evaluation mechanism design.
For example, the evaluation mechanism of reputation is always
subjective in proof-of-reputation [5]. The privacy protection
of GAA users has been discussed in [3], the idea of which is
similar to K-anonymity. The users need to join a group before
they can connect to the network that increases the system
complexity and the service latency.
In order to fill the above research gaps, we firstly propose a
new distributed CBRS-Blockchain model with the specialized
consensus method. Unlike the traditional CBRS structure [1],
the proposed distributed CBRS-Blockchain system reduces the
high administrative expense of dynamic access system. A new
consensus method named as proof-of-strategy is proposed,
which combines with the process of spectrum allocation.
Compared to other light-weight consensus methods, it is more
well-founded to decide the result of consensus by using the
evaluation of spectrum allocation strategy. The contributions
of the paper are summarized as follows:
• We propose a new distributed CBRS model that can
reduce the administrative expense of dynamic access
system. With the original PAL users as distributed cen-
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Fig. 1. Distributed CBRS-Blockchain Model.

ters, the new spectrum allocation strategy can be more
persistent. As the PAL users has taken their own spectrum
usage into consideration, the GAA users only need to give
way to incumbent users.
• A privacy protection method for GAA users is proposed,
mainly taking use of ring signature techniques. The
unlinkability is satisfied between the real identities of
GAA users and their pseudonyms. Without additional
nodes communication or nodes networking, the proposed
method requires lower system complexity and provides
higher system efficiency than the existing work.
• A new consensus method named as proof-of-strategy is
proposed, which combines with the process of spectrum
allocation. The method not only provides well-founded
consensus standard, but also protects spectrum allocation
system from the event of single point failure.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the proposed system architecture followed the privacy
protection model. The consensus method and detail design are
proposed in Section III and Section IV. Section V provides
a performance evaluation of the proposed model. Finally,
conclusions and future work are given in Section VI.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
There is an overview of distributed CBRS-Blockchain
model, and the architecture of proposed model is shown in
Fig.1. Subsequently, detailed design about privacy protection
will be studied.
A. Architectural Components
As illustrated in Fig.1, distributed CBRS-Blockchain model
comprises FCC and multiple local groups which are partitioned by geographical location. FCC is referred to FCC itself,
or any third-party entity which is appointed by FFC to act on
its behalf. In this model, FCC is responsible for providing the
authorization and dynamic spectrum access of users. Unlike
traditional CBRS model, where the central SAS regulates
spectrum access for all PAL users and GAA users, FCC just

manages the spectrum access for PAL users. Some PAL users
will be allocated more spectrum resource than their actual need
in real time, so they can allocate the residual spectrum to GAA
users. There will be no fixed spectral location for PAL and
GAA allocation, and users can query the database in FCC/PAL
to figure out the spectral location in real time. In this way, the
administrative expense of GAA users is shifted to PAL users.
FCC leverages the blockchain to ensure the legitimacy of PAL
users. Hence, the core part of the local group is the blockchain
building among several PAL users.
The ledgers record the schedule of GAA spectrum access
in the form of smart contract that is created by miner node,
typically PAL users. Smart contract defines channel usage
rules, such as which users are allowed to transmit simultaneously in the given location, the maximum transit power, etc.
FCC is connected in each independent blockchain network in
different local group to collect the key image lists in different
local blockchains. The total list can be accessed freely in
FCC database. Key image will be presented detailedly in next
subsection. Following the design of traditional CBRS, GAA
users will obtain the spectrum with no costs. As a result, FCC
will publish the pseudonym list of legitimate GAA users. The
more services the PAL users provide, the more benefit PAL
users will gain from FCC, such as money, favourable policy,
etc.
B. Authorization: Privacy Protection
We propose an efficient blockchain-based anonymous spectrum application scheme for GAA users. The proposed scheme
takes use of some cryptographic techniques which include
digital signature, ring signature, encryption, blockchain and
Monero [6].
In order to apply for spectrum, the s-th GAA user, i.e.,
GAAs , needs to register in FCC. GAAs chooses a private key
xi , e.g. a random sequence, and computes the corresponding
public key Ps = xs G, where G is a generator of the bilinear
group. The process of FCC auditing the legal identity of
GAA users is not included in this paper, it’s a business of
government. Each legal GAA user will submit a one-time
public key to FCC and this public key is stored into an open
database, which can be accessed by anyone. Hence, the public
key can be corresponded to the GAA’s real identity by FCC,
which prevents the public key from being used directly.
When registered GAAs wants to apply for spectrum from
0
PAL, it randomly selects a subset S of the other users’
public key Pi from the open database in FCC, making sure
0
0
Ps ∈ S . S has cardinality n. It also computes the key
image I = xs Hp (Ps ), where Hp is a deterministic hash
function. It picks the random numbers {qi |i = 0, 1..., n} and
{ωi |i = 0, 1..., n, i 6= s}. Then, it computes the following

points:
qG
if i = s
Li = i
(1)
qi G + ωi Pi if i 6= s

qi H2 (Pi )
if i = s
Ri =
(2)
qi H2 (Pi ) + ωi I
if i 6= s
Then GAA computes
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c = Hs (m, L1 , ..., Ln , R1 , ..., Rn )

(3)

Where Hs is a cryptographic function and the message m
includes:
m = ((x, y), r, C)
(4)
where (x, y) is the geographical location of GAA users, r is
requirement of communication distance and C is the channel
capacity requirement. Finally computes

ωi
if i 6= s
ci = c − P ci mod l if i = s
(5)

i6=s



qi
qs − cs xs
The resulting signature is
ri =

if i 6= s
mod l if i = s

σ = (I, c1 , ..., cn , r1 , ..., rn ).

(6)

(7)

When GAA user finishes the above procedures, it generates
a apply-transaction:
0

s
T Xapply
= (m, S , δ)

(8)

Next, GAA users submit the apply-transaction into the local
blockchain network.
s
, the
Upon receiving the apply-transaction T Xapply
0
blockchain node checks the legality of the public key set S ,
whether exist in FCC’s database. Then the blockchain node
validates this transaction to check the validity of the signature
δ, which performs the following procedures:
1) The node computes

0
Li = ri G + ci Pi
(9)
0
Ri = ri Hp (Pi ) + ci I
2) Check whether the following formula holds. If this
equality is correct, the node goes to the next step. Otherwise
the node rejects this transaction.
n
X
0
0
0
0
?
ci = Hs (m, L0 , ..., Ln , R0 , ..., Rn ) mod l
(10)
i=0

3) Check if I has been used in the past signatures. If I
appeared in the past key image list, this transaction would be
rejected. Otherwise, this transaction would be accepted.
By applying above procedures, GAAs proves that it knows
0
at least one secret key in the subset S . The key image I
generated by private key ensures that each publik key can’t be
used repeatable.
C. Secure Resource Allocation
In our model, we combine the spectrum allocation with
the phase of consensus in blockchain to realize the repeated
verification of spectrum allocation strategy. During the process
of consensus, every node in blockchain network will verify
the new block. By leveraging this nature of blockchain, we
design a new block validation problem as the optimal spectrum
allocation strategy problem. In our consensus process, every
node will figure out which strategy is the optimal strategy
in available strategy group. In this way, system will not be
compromised in the event of single point failure. We will
present more detail about this new consensus method in the
next section.

Fig. 2. Consensus strategy of proof-of-strategy.

III. C ONSENSUS : P ROOF - OF -S TRATEGY
We start from the design of proof-of-strategy with a new
architecture of block, and then we analyze the security of
proof-of-strategy.
A. Consensus Strategy
In conventional consensus methods, including classical
POW, POS, the nodes which handle the puzzle fastest will gain
the reward. However, in the proposed consensus, who handle
the puzzle best within the predefined time, i.e., slot T , will
gain the reward. As illustrated in Fig.2, main procedures of the
proposed consensus can be divided into the following steps,
i.e., 1) Apply-Transaction generation; 2) Spectrum allocation
strategy making; 3) Block generation; 4) Distributed consensus
in slot T .
Step 1: Apply-Transaction Generation: This procedure is
conducted on GAA users, more specifically, the spectrum
applicants. We design a privacy-protected method. More detail
can be found in the last section.
Step 2: Spectrum Allocation Strategy Making: Upon enough
transactions are stored on the transaction pool, the miner
node starts to mine block. In our proposed consensus model,
the miner will compute an appropriate spectrum allocation
strategy. The incentive for miner in traditional blockchain is
the coin such as bitcoin, which is directly recorded in the
block. However, the incentive is more implicitly in our model.
PAL users and GAA users will gain different income in different spectrum allocation strategy. All users want the strategy
to benefit themselves, which incentives them to propose their
own strategy in the form of new block. Nonetheless, the rule in
the consensus process is that the block with maximum global
return will win and be added into the blockchain. So the block
proposed by pure egoist will never be added into blockchain.
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B. Security Analyze

Fig. 3. Block structure.

In order to increase the probability of winning, all miners need
to design a trade-off between their own interest and global
interest. Restricted by the computing and storage power, the
role of miner will always be played by PAL users. Detailed
mathematical model is in the next section.
Step 3: Block Generation: Upon miners decide their own
strategy, they will generate a new block for the strategy
competition in next slot. As the proposed method abandons
the hash-puzzle computation of new block, we need propose
a new method to guarantee the integrity and tamper-proofing
of ledger brought by hash-puzzle. As illustrated in Fig.3, Strict
block structure is a good solution, which makes a set of smart
contracts become the skeleton of the transaction list. The block
head only contains two parts, hash value of the last block and
Merkle tree root of transaction list. Compared to bitcoin, there
is a smaller head, because there is no need for parameter of
hash-puzzle.
The transactions brought forth by GAA users and PAL
users will be stored in transaction pool until the relevant
smart contract is generated. For example, P ALi broadcasts
a Comfirm-Transaction to declare the finish of the spectrum
service in channel k during the period of the generation
of 113th block. However, there is no suitable requirement
from GAA users, such as all requirement out of service
scope of P ALi , or there is no strategy including channel k
of P ALi . This Comfirm-Transaction will not be added into
the blockchain until a correlative strategy has made. This
Comfirm-Transaction and the relevant Apply-Transaction will
be added into the transaction list with the smart contract which
stipulates the channel k is provided to GAAj .
Note as we adopt the sequential validation method in
Bitcoin, all relevant transactions should be ahead of the smart
contract in the transaction list. Otherwise, the smart contract
will be considered as false. Moreover, all the smart contracts
are generated by miners in an uniform format.
Step 4: Consensus competition: Before the end of slot t,
miners broadcast their blocks to the blockchain network. As
the blockchain network is built on the local network, so the
information of new blocks can be flooded to every node in a
extremely short time. Every node will receive all new blocks
before the beginning of the next slot, and add the block with
the maximum global return into the blockchain.

Tamper-proofing is the most important advantage brought
by blockchain. Traditional blockchain realizes the tamperproofing in two methods. The old block, in the front of
blockchain is protected by the next block which stores the hash
value of the last block. The new block is protected by hashpuzzle, as it requires plenty of computation power to handle
hash-puzzle. In our model, we discard the second method,
because there is no harm if new blocks are changed. As for
the block head, the previous hash value can’t be changed and
the Merkle head are associated with the transaction list. The
transaction list stores the spectrum allocation strategy, and the
global return of the block varies with the transaction list. If
the global return of block becomes poor, it will fail in the
consensus process. If it becomes better, it is good for the
system benefit. In conclusion, there is no need to protect new
block before it is added into the blockchain in our model.
Besides, the special method of miner rewarding will make it
more difficult for adversary to benefit from a vicious mining
way.
IV. CONSENSUS PUZZLE: MATHEMATICAL
MODEL
A. Problem Formulation
There are M PAL users indexed i = 1, ..., M . The whole
bandwidth is divided into K channels with each of 5M Hz
indexed k = 1, .., K. The binary set of channel for P ALi
is Bi = bi,1 , ..., bi,K with bi,k = 1 if the k − th channel
is dominated by P ALi . There are N GAA users indexed
j = 1, ..., N . The service location and distance required by
GAAj is described as geographical coordinates and radius,
i.e., (xj , yj ) and rj . The service relationship is stored in an
M × N binary matrix α with αi,j = 1 if the GAAj is in the
service scope of P ALi . An M × N × K matrix Γ consists
of binary values with γi,j,k = 1, if P ALi provides service in
channel k for GAAj . The channel capacity required by GAAj
can be calculated by Shannon’s theorems:
(r)

Cj = Bj log2 (1 +

Pj

(I)

)

(11)

N + Pj

(r)

where Cj , Bj , Pj is the channel capacity, bandwidth and
received power, respectively. N is Gaussian white noise and
(I)
Pj is Co-Channel Interference. The receive power, denoted
(r)
as Pj using the Friis propagation formula as
(r)

Pj

=

GT GR λ2 (t)
P
(4π)2 Rjδ j

(12)

where GT , GR and λ are the transmitter antenna gain,
receiver antenna gain and wavelength, respectively. δ is the
environment dependent path loss exponent, equals to 2 for
free space loss (FSL) propagation. Similarly, the interference
power is calculated by:
GT GR λ2 (j 0 )
(I)
Pj,j 0 =
Pt
(13)
δ
(4π)2 Rj,j
0
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where Rj,j 0 is minimum distance between GAAj and GAAj 0 ,
calculated by
1

Rj,j 0 = ((xj − xj 0 )2 + (yj − yj 0 )2 ) 2 − rj

(14)

As GAA users have equal right to obtain the spectrum
service, we try to serve more GAA users to pursue fairness.
So we assume the consensus rule is to select strategy provided
the maximize service number of GAA users as the winning
strategy. In other words, the winning strategy is the optimal
number of Apply Transaction the PAL can respond. The PAL
users also want maximize their own service number, which
can be used to exchange benefit with FCC. In this way, a
optimization problem is established for P ALi as
X
XX
max W =
γi,j,k + β(
γi,j,k )
(15)
γ,P,B

i

j,k

j,k

(r)

s.t. Bj log2 (1 +
X

Pj

(I)

N + Pj

) > Cj

•

(16)

bi,k = 1, ∀i

(17)

αi,j = 1, ∀γi,j,k = 1

(18)

bi,k = 1, ∀γi,j,k = 1

(19)

k

The first objective (15) refers to jointly maximize the service
number of P ALi and the global service number. (16) describes
the channel capacity limitation which has to be fulfilled for
each GAA users in the network. (17) limits one GAA user
can only be served by one PAL. (18) and (19) limits that the
GAAj should be in the service scope of P ALi and P ALi can
dominate the channel k. The problem defined above belongs
partially to the class of binary integer programming because
of γ nature. However, the whole problem does not resemble
any existing optimization problem class. It is hard to solve the
problem in that form by means of the well-known optimization tools. Moreover, appropriate computational complexity
will benefit the robustness of the consensus process, as the
probability of fork can be reduced. As a result, some heuristic
algorithm can be used to derive the solution. We use genetic
algorithm in our simulation.
B. Trade-off Based on Reinforcement Learning
As all the PAL’s database can be access openly, we assume
that the spectrum allocation capacity to the GAA is known
by anyone. The blockchain is build in the local network, so
we assume any transaction can be flooded to any node in the
blockchain. As a result, miners will have enough information
to solve the above problem except β in (15), which is a
parameter balancing the trade-off between the global return
and the own return. While there is no prior information to
determine β, the reinforcement learning (RL) is a good choice
to solve β. RL method requires no model of environment, such
as other PALs’ strategy. We adopt deep Q-network(DQN) with
the state space and action space discretized.
As a combination of Q-learning and neural network, DQN
can learn an optimal policy directly from the input of neural
network. As general, it consists of 4 parts:

•

•

•

S: The state space. S = Scurrent
Sbest , where Scurrent is the
victorious strategy in the current consensus, and Sbest is
the global maximum return. In this case, S represents the
degree of own-benefit at present.
A: The action space, a ∈ A. a is equal to β in (15),
meaning trade-off parameter between the global return
and own return.
R: Reward function. The immediate reward received after
taking action at in state st at time t. It is the number
of Apply-Transactions the PAL can respond under the
current strategy (st ).
T : Transition function. State changes from st to st+1
after taking action at at time t.

In our model, ε−greedy is adopted. In the beginning, actions
are selected randomly in order to explore as many states as
possible. Then based on the evaluation of the reward, the
probability of the best action taken gradually increase. The
core idea of the algorithm is to update Q−value until it
converges according to the Bellman equation
Q(st , at ) = Q(st , at )+α[rt +γ max Q(st+1 , at+1 )−Q(st , at )]
at+1

(20)
where Q(st , at ) is the Q−value when taking action at at
the slot t in the current state st and it can be calculated by
the neural network. maxat+1 Q(st+1 , at+1 ) is the estimated
maximum expected reward under the new state st+1 after
tacking action at in state st ;γ is the discount factor α is the
learning rate;
There are 2 key innovations to solve the problem of instability and divergence: experience relay and target network.
Experience replay pool stores every transition experience
[st , at , rt , st+1 ] during learning process, then randomly samples a batch from the pool, which will be used to train the
neural network. Experience pool can reduce the correlations
between the data and make the experience more independently
and identically distributed. At each iteration, the DQN is
trained to minimize the mean-square error (MSE) between the
0
Q−network and y = r + γ maxat+1 Q(st+1 , at+1 ; θ ), where
0
θ is the network’s weight from the previous iteration. The
loss function is given by
Li (θi ) = Est ,a,t,st+1 [y − Q(s, a; θ)2 ]

(21)

Target network is neural network which has different parameters but the same structure with Q network. The parameters
of target network will be updated periodically every certain
number of iterations.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, the performance of the proposed framework
is evaluated by simulations. The entire simulations have been
implemented in the Matlab environment. We analyze the
system in two folds. One is the effect of the proposed privacy
protection method for the legal users and malicious users,
the other is the comparison between the proposed distributed
CBRS model (DCM) and the traditional CBRS model (TCM)
in security and system utility.
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TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETER
Parameter
Working Frequency
Bandwidth
Channel Capacity
Channel Number
Working Area

Value
3.55-3.7 GHz
5MHz
0-6 Gbits
30
30Km×30Km

Fig. 6. Normalized system utility for TCM and DCM.

Fig. 4. Recognition rate of legal users and malicious users.

Ring signature will provide privacy protection for GAA
users as they use a set of legal signatures when they apply for
spectrum. As a result, this methods will bring in new concern
about how to figure out the malicious users. We assume there
are three users broadcasting T N = 4, 6 transactions with
random signature sets to the network, respectively. The number
of signatures in the users’ signature set is SN , and the total
number of signatures is ten. We imitate the adversary who try
to figure out the relationship between the signature sets and
the three users. We use K-means to analyze these signature
sets and K = 3. As illustrated in Fig.4 ,the recognition
rate of malicious users will always higher than legal users.
Recognition rate will increase with the number of transactions
increases. In brief, the privacy protection will be provided to
legal users and malicious users together.
With reference to [7], the parameters are determined as
Table I. We use genetic algorithm to solve the allocation
problem described in (15)-(19) and set three PAL users as

miner. Fig.5 shows the security performance about DCM with
TCM from the perspective of failure probability. The system is
regraded failure when the system utility is zero. As illustrated
in Fig. 6, the normalized system utility for the proposed
method gradually increases at first. The miner who propose
strategy with highest system utility will win in the consensus
process and be more likely to obtain higher benefit. So the
miners tend to present high system utility strategy and reach
1. However, the users’ benefit of a strategy is also depend on
the situation in real time. The users who always present highutility strategy may not be always gain enough, then they will
convert to choose self-benefit strategy with low system utility.
As a result, the utility curve vibrates. The system utility of
DCM will not bigger than TCM. Safety is at the expense of
efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a novel distributed CBRS-Blockchain
model, which can reduce the administrative expense of dynamic access system. To protect the privacy of GAA users,
a privacy protection method is proposed, which mainly takes
use of ring signature techniques. To overcome the shortcoming
of traditional consensus, we design a new consensus method
named as proof-of-strategy, which combines with the process
of spectrum allocation. The method not only provides wellfounded consensus standard, but also protects spectrum allocation system from the event of single point failure. Future
work would focus on the relationship between incumbent users
and PAL users, realizing the prediction of incumbent users’
behaviour and increasing the persistence of spectrum usage of
PAL users.
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